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About Pure Core

The night passes. In the morning, knocks are heard at the door. They seem to be
coming from outside, this time . . .
Two knocks . . . four . . .
—But maybe it's just a residue, a dream, a bit of dream left over, an echo of the
night . . . that other theater, those knocks from without . . .
Jacques Derrida “Plato’s Pharmacy”

In the midst of political uncertainty of the early 20th century, the experiences of “alienation” and
“exclusion” were spreading along with the rapid modernization of the urban society. The modern
dance artists at the time quickly responded to the situation, by displaying the expression of “Alien
Bodies” on stage. The physical experiences caused by the modern social structure were well
reflected onto their dance creations in the age of social anxiety. A dance historian Ramsay Burt tells
us that such Alien Bodies must be embraced as the product of our own desire, fear and obsession.
In our contemporary society, the experiences of depression are spreading out all over the world,
pushing the intolerant social exclusion under the name of “purification”. A well known Japanese
actress was arrested in 2019 for carrying illegal drug, then the video of her dancing at the club went
viral on the social media. A lot of insults were posted on the video of her dancing, based on the
strong prejudice towards the club culture and drug. Those aggressions were exactly the mirror
images of their own desire, fear and obsession. Looking at those comments, I had a flash back of the
words of Ramsay Burt in the back of my head.
These two cases surrounding dance seem to form doubled yet symmetrical diagram to my eyes.
Alienated body as an object for sympathy on the one hand, and abject body as a target of exclusion
on the other. But the threshold between the two is anything but solid and stable. The strong reaction
towards deviation is a projection of the fear of being rejected from the society. And we try to trick our
own fears by excluding the ones who act differently, or by trying to be sympathetic to them.
Effect of drugs, sound, light and the dance movement kicks in directly to the body, and they almost
take the “self” away from us. We react strongly with the sense of fear or pleasure, when the border of
self and the others are shaken by the intervention from outside, or when we see someone else in
that state. Those emotions of fear and pleasure seem to contradict, but are actually inseparable and
exchangeable at the fundamental level.
Pure Core investigates the power which intervenes the ever-changing threshold between the self
and the other, referencing the dance history, the Japanese club culture, and the post-modern
philosophy. Facing with “the spectacle of Alien Bodies” which arise in the midst of overwhelming
stimulus, we will come to realize that those Alien Bodies are surprisingly similar to ourselves.
Hokuto Kodama

黒田健太 / Kenta Kuroda (Dancer)
Born in Matsuyama, Japan. Kenta explores the relationship with the unknown others
through the practice he calls “the sessions”: a spontaneous performative exchange
with random street performers. In his youth, Kenta has trained in track & field and
boxing, together with his dance training at Dance Studio MOGA. Through his
education at Kyoto University of the Arts, he has collaborated with various creators
and professors, and joined the dance company “MuDA” as a performer. He has also
started his own project “Sensory Scream Project”, creating original works such as
Reboot a Stain (2016), and Taruru Sora (2017) . Currently, Kenta also participates
the artist collective “HIxTO”.

藤田彩佳 / Ayaka Fujita (Dancer)
Ayaka started her dance education at the age of 5, and continued her training at
Homura-Tomoi Ballet Academy. She then continued at Rudra Bejart Lausanne
School under the direction of Michel Gascard. Upon her graduation, she danced in
Portugal for Kale Companhia de Danca, then returned to Japan to join Noism as an
associate member. Ayaka is currently based in Kansai region as a freelance dancer,
and took a part in the Japanese cast of Giselle Vienne’s Showroom Dummies in
2020.

益田さち / Sachi Masuda (Dancer)
At the young age, Sachi started ballet at Sadamatsu-Hamada Ballet. She has been
dancing in the works by akakilike, KIKIKIKIKIKI, schatzkammer, Yuko Takano,
Jyunnosuke Tada, Miwa Yanagi, Thanapol Virulhakul and other contemporary
choreographers in recent years. She has also been presenting her own works, and
formed a dance unit “…1”(Amari-ichi) in 2015, together with her fellow dancer Ayako
Saito.
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藤本隆行 / Kinsei R&D (Lighting)
Takayuki Fujimoto a.k.a. Kinsei began participating in projects of the performance art
group Dumb Type in 1987. Also, he founded his own company “Kinsei R&D” in 2015.
After 2003 he has participated primarily as the lighting designer in performance and
multimedia works by many overseas and Japanese artists that make use of the unique
potential of LED lighting. For his well-known work \\\"true/本当のこと\\\" in 2007, he
worked to put together a multi-talented technical team to focus on integrating
LED lighting with other digital devices to create a highly organic stage work. Since
2010, he has also been trying to lighting design for Noh performances with LEDs at
the Yamamoto Noh theater in Osaka. In his working process, he actively employs the
latest digital technologies in works for the stage intending to create new circuits
to connect directly to the audience with no less strength than the connection created
by the stage performer communicating directly to the audience in live stage
experience.

平野みどり / Midori Hirano (Music)
Midori Hirano is a Berlin-based musician, composer and producer. She has released
two albums on noble label. Her second, “klo:yuri”(2008), saw her further develop her
sound, garnering critical acclaim from various media including TIME magazine , BBC
radio and FACT Magazine. Over the following years Midori has performed live
throughout Europe and Japan. Besides producing her own works, she has composed
music for films, video installations and dance performances. The films that have
commissioned works by Midori have been screened at Berlin International Film
Festival, Oberhausen International Short Film Festival, Krakow Film Festival and
HongKong International Film Festival, among others. Her new album “Invisible Island”
has been released on sonic pieces in the beginning of 2020.

児玉北斗 / Hokuto Kodama (Choreography)
Since 2001, Hokuto has been dancing internationally with renowned dance
companies e.g. GöteborgsOperans Dancekompani, where he worked with acclaimed
choreographers such as Mats Ek, Sasha Waltz, Crystal Pite, Ohad Naharin, Sharon
Eyal and Wim Vandekeybus to name a few. Based on his interest in discursive
formation of body image, he has presented his first full length solo work Trace(s) at
the Institute of Contemporary Art Tokyo in March 2017. And in July the same year, he
successively presented his second solo work inspiration/delusion of SWAN LAKE in
collaboration with Shintaro O-ue (C/Ompany). Hokuto holds MFA in Choreography
from Stockholm University of the Arts(DOCH), and the third solo work Untitled (I
speak, I lie, I admit) was premiered in May 2018 as a part of his master thesis. He is
currently a doctoral student at the Graduate School of Core Ethics and Frontier
Sciences at the Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto. www.hokutokodama.com
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